
On 11 April 1930, a caricature signed Loulou Goglu1 and entitled “Nos “grands” 
hommes ont ouvert un delicatessen”2 (Fig. 7.1) appeared on page 3 of the 
Montreal weekly Le Goglu. In it we see members of the provincial Liberal Party, 
whose bodies the artist has deformed. These protagonists often reappear in Le 
Goglu, which had been attacking them since the paper’s inception in 1929. Led 
by Premier Louis-Alexandre Taschereau (1877–1952), the Liberals had been 
governing the province of Quebec since 1920.3 In addition to the premier, Le 
Goglu’s caricaturists regularly targeted two other politicians: Louis-Athanase 
David (1882–1953), provincial secretary for Quebec from 1919 to 1936, and the 
influential Joseph-Léonide Perron (1872–1930), minister of public works from 
1921 to 1929, minister of agriculture from 1929 to 1930, and director of the 
Canada Cement Company and various other companies. “Nos ‘grands’ hommes 
ont ouvert un delicatessen” depicts members of the Liberal Party in a circular 
composition that disregards perspectival codes. 

The caricaturist did not choose the setting randomly: delicatessens serv-
ing fine cooked and smoked meats had been opened in Montreal in the 1910s 
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7.1 Loulou Goglu, “Nos ‘grands’ hommes ont ouvert un delicatessen.”  

Le Goglu, 11 April 1930, 3. BAnQ Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie  

Caption: Maintenant qu’ils sont plus juifs que les Juifs, nos “grands” hommes ont ouvert (toujours pour faire 

de l’argent), un delicatessen kosher. On y verra Taschereau vendre du hareng boucané, Laferté vende du 

marsouin, Barbe-à-Poux Authier vendre des parts de mine, Perron vendre du taureau pourri, Parquement 

Bouchard vendre du… pain azyme triangulaire, Parasol Plante vomir des cornichons à sa ressemblance, 

Phiphile DuTremblay vendre du fromage puant, Sathanase vendre du maquereau. Affameur Galipeault vendre 

des actions de maisons à appartements, Red Poulin vendre du saucisson à l’ail en forme d’assommoir et Alex. 

Thurber vendre des promesses. Les autres de la Clique sasseront les cendres ou verront aux vidanges.
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and 1920s by Jewish families from Romania.4 While the Liberals may have been 
the ones overtly criticized in Le Goglu, as we shall see, the actual targets were 
Montreal Jewish communities. One of Le Goglu’s strategies in attacking Liberal 
politicians was to link them with the Jews, thereby ascribing to them faults 
attributed to Jewish people, particularly an anti-patriotism manifested by eco-
nomic liberalism.

In “Nos ‘grands’ hommes ont ouvert un delicatessen,” not only does the 
scene’s locale promote the analogy between the Liberal government and the 
Jewish communities but so do the food, clothing, and language. Members of 
the Liberal Party are satirically depicted along with kosher foods such as fish, 
dry sausage, garlic, cheese, and pickles. At the top left of the composition, the 
head of the “Clique libérale du Québec” (clq), Louis-Alexandre Taschereau, 
brandishes a smoked herring (hareng boucané), a reference to Harensky 
Boucanesky, the nickname the premier is given in some Goglu caricatures.5 
To Taschereau’s left are Hector Laferté (1885–1971), minister of colonization, 
hunting, and fishing, trying to sell a porpoise illegally fished with dynamite, 
and Hector Authier (1881–1971), mla from the riding of Abitibi, hawking mine 
shares. To the left of Authier and Laferté, Joseph-Léonide Perron is about to 
carve into a rotten bull’s head (a jab at English industrialists?) that he will try to 
sell at an exorbitant price as “fresh.” Just below him, the speaker of the legisla-
tive assembly, Télesphore-Damien Bouchard (1881–1962), is selling triangular 
unleavened bread. In front of him, Anatole Plante (1893–1981), deputy of the 
riding of Montreal-Mercier, regurgitates pickles in his own image. The owner 
of La Presse, Pamphile Du Tremblay (1879–1955), uses a page from his news-
paper to wrap a stinking (“puant”) cheese. In the lower left of the cartoon, the 
provincial secretary, Louis-Athanase David, and the minister of public works 
and labour, Antonin Galipeault (1879–1971), are flogging mackerel. The circle 
closes with Ernest Poulin (1885–1943), the mla from Montreal-Laurier, selling 
garlic sausage shaped like abbatoirs and Alexandre Thurber (1871–1958), the 
representative from Chambly, peddling “promises.” The members of the Liberal 
Party are dressed in clothing associated with Jewish people: all, except Thurber, 
are wearing black hats,6 while Du Tremblay sports a kippah.

Similarly, the use of Hebrew in Loulou Goglu’s caricatures link the Liberals 
with Jewish communities. Three words – “Tous כ ש ר kosher!” – in, respectively, 
French, Hebrew/Yiddish, and English, are inscribed in the centre of the com-
position. The term כ ש ר, meaning kosher, is spelled the same way in Hebrew 
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and Yiddish. Repeated in Hebrew/Yiddish and in English, the term “kosher” 
reinforces the links between Jewish food and the Liberals. French is used for 
the various inscriptions that decorate the kiosks, as well as for the word tous, 
whose inclusive meaning identifies the Liberals with the kosher diet. French 
is also used in a parody of Quebec’s motto, “Je me souviens” (I remember), 
which, placed above the prime minister’s head, becomes “La marque dont je 
me souviens” (“The brand that I remember”). This “brand” refers, in a double 
entendre, to the three words at the centre of the composition, whose radiating 
beams evoke the branding of cattle with hot metal. Not only does the use of 
three languages reinforce Loulou Goglu’s antiliberal and anti-Semitic message 
but it also evokes a linguistic cacophony. Far from being an isolated case in Le 
Goglu caricatures, this cacophony plays a central role in the elaboration of an 
identity discourse by exploiting and fuelling the anxiety of a possible linguistic 
and “racial”7 hybridity.

The reason language can play such an important role in this image is that 
it reflects a larger identity discourse in Quebec. Indeed, a number of historical 
events had spurred French Canadians to fight for the survival of their language: 
among them, the handing over of New France to the English after the 1759 con-
quest and the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1763; the relative marginalization 
of French through the confederation of three anglophone provinces with one 
francophone province; and the dominance of the mainly English ruling class 
in the industrialization of cities in the province of Quebec. By the beginning 
of the twentieth century members of French-Canadian nationalist groups were 
very aware of the extent of what they saw as a linguistic threat. Adrien Arcand 
(1899–1967),8 Le Goglu’s owner, was no exception. It was not, however, the com-
petition between English and French that worried Arcand and his caricaturist 
Loulou Goglu: rather, it was the mounting presence of Hebrew and Yiddish in 
Montreal. 

In this chapter I address the question of the use of language in Le Goglu’s 
anti-Semitic caricatures. More specifically, I consider the xenophobic anxiety 
felt by Arcand and his crew with respect to a possible linguistic contamination 
that itself constructed a fictitious difference, opposing Jews and Canadians as if 
they were separate categories exclusive of one another. The resulting linguistic 
chaos portrayed in these anti-Semitic cartoons ends up, I believe, defeating the 
Manichean identity discourse conveyed by Arcand. But at the same time, it 
makes that discourse more acute: indeed, hybridity is depicted as a behaviour 
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that must be corrected by sharpening stereotypes, so as to bring back national-
ist distinctions and racial purity. To show how these operations work, I first of 
all introduce Le Goglu and its editor and then sketch the sociolinguistic context 
of 1930s Quebec. By analyzing the role that each language played in this body 
of caricatures, I want to show how their “mixity” contributed to the discourses 
of fear propagated by Arcand.

*  *  *

Adrien Arcand was a prolific editor of fascist periodicals throughout the 1930s 
in Quebec. In addition to Le Goglu, Arcand, who referred to himself as the 
Canadian führer,9 published five other journals containing anti-Semitic cari-
catures: Le Miroir (1929–33), Le Chameau (1930–32), Le Patriote (1933–38),10 Le 
Fasciste canadien (1935–38), and Le Combat national (1938–39). Three of these 
journals were also the official organs of the various fascist parties that Arcand 
founded and led. The weekly Le Goglu spoke for l’Ordre patriotique des Goglus 
(1929–33), the monthly Le Fasciste canadien was the official organ of the Parti 
national social chrétien (1934–38), and Le Combat national was associated with 
the Parti de l’unité nationale du Canada (1938–2003).11 These organizations and 
their journals defended issues that were important to Arcand, such as Hitlerian 
fascism, the British monarchy, the Christian – preferably Catholic – religion, 
and the supposed worldwide Jewish plot that must be fought at all costs.12

Arcand worked at La Presse, the largest French-language daily in Quebec, 
until 1929, when he was fired after trying to establish a Catholic trade union 
(which explains the presence of Pamphile Du Tremblay, La Presse’s owner, 
among the Liberals in “Nos ‘grands’ hommes”).13 It was in this period that 
Arcand launched his first three journals – Le Miroir, Le Goglu, and Le Chameau 
– which survived for three years during the economic depression that followed 
the Wall Street crash. Le Goglu is by far the most lavishly illustrated and the 
most satirical of the three publications. The 11 April 1930 edition, in which “Nos 
‘grands’ hommes” appeared, contained seven mid-sized satirical drawings in 
the eight pages of the journal, with additional small sketches sprinkled among 
the articles. In fact, each issue of Le Goglu included on average about ten satir-
ical drawings, making it the Quebec publication of that era with the greatest 
number of caricatures, more than were published in the big dailies such as La 
Presse and the Montreal Star or in the 1930s opinion journals such as Olivar 
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Asselin’s (1874–1937) L’Ordre (1934–35) and Paul Bouchard’s (1908–97) La Nation 
(1936–39).

A goglu is, literally, a bobolink, a small songbird found in fields. The word 
also alludes to the old French word gogue, which means “rejoicing.” According 
to the French dictionary Le Robert (2003), a goguenard is someone who uses 
mockery in a joking way. The journal’s artists all signed under the patronym/
pseudonym “Goglu.” Loulou Goglu and Al Goglu were by far Le Goglu’s most 
prolific caricaturists.14 The top dog was Émile Goglu – Adrien Arcand – who 
was variously “rédacteur, éditeur, reporteur, garçon d’ascenseur, photographe, 
agent de circulation, distributeur et balayeur.”15 Though the exact print run 
of the weekly is unknown, the figure of 85,000 that Jean Hamelin and André 
Beaulieu report should be revised downward:16 Arcand is known to have mer-
rily inflated the numbers and impact of his periodicals in a way that was half 
joking (Le Goglu declares in its header that it is the second-largest French-
language newspaper in America, which would place it right after La Presse) and 
half serious (Arcand never denied rumours about the impact of his journals).17 
The public that Le Goglu targeted, however, consisted mainly of members of 
l’Ordre patriotique des Goglus, who were no more than a handful of individ-
uals, far from the 50,000 that Arcand claimed. The exaggeration of the print 
run is not the only way Le Goglu parodied the journalistic codes of the day. 
From its inception, it published misleading articles, false advertisements, re-
worked photographs, and titles of columns that aped those of the big dailies 
such as La Presse.18

Le Goglu’s principal function was to denigrate Montreal’s Jewish commun-
ities. The anti-Semitic discourse conveyed through the caricatures in Arcand’s 
journals rests on a simplistic structure that systematically contrasted the 
“handsome and good French Canadian” with the “bad and vile Jew.” In this 
imagery, the Jewish and French-Canadian communities are subject to a process 
of “caricaturization” that deforms the former and idealizes the latter. The Jew 
is represented as a small, misshapen man, hairy, and with disproportionately 
large ears, lips, and hooked nose. He is associated in turn with communism, 
capitalism, socialism, atheism, and Judaism.19 Next to him, the stereotype of the 
Catholic French Canadian, with his well-proportioned and balanced traits, acts 
as a positive foil that heightens the repulsive appearance of the stereotyped Jew.

The use of different languages and their graphic representation contribute 
to the anti-Semitic discourse in the same way that the visual iconography of 
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the Jewish and French-Canadian stereotypes does. While only three languages 
– English, Hebrew/Yiddish, and French – are used in “Nos ‘grands’ hommes,” 
Latin also figures in Le Goglu’s satiric imagery. In some caricatures, moreover, 
French is divided into two separate idioms, popular French and literary French. 
In this sense, imagery in Le Goglu uses five different languages, each one play-
ing a role in classifying and isolating political, ethnic, and religious groups in 
order to reinforce the journal’s anti-Semitic and anti-liberal discourse. This 
is at least plausible, a priori, if we consider the dichotomous structure that 
neatly and systematically contrasts the stereotypes of the Jew and the French 
Canadian: ugliness and beauty, immorality and morality.20 On a number of oc-
casions, though, the linguistic references transgress the stereotypes of the Jew, 
the French Canadian, and the Liberal. For Arcand and his caricaturists, this 
was a means of condemning what they perceived as the anxiety induced by a 
contamination of the French language.

It is important to point out that the residents of Montreal in the 1930s 
spoke many languages, each of which had its own variants. In order to paint 
the sociolinguistic portrait of the city, I borrow the analytical grid elaborated 
by the French literary theorist Henri Gobard, who distinguishes four different 
functions of language (hence the use of the term “tetraglossic”) in the context 
of 1970s France.21 This grid allows us to analyze the different languages at work 
in the caricatures. Though Le Goglu’s use of language and Gobard’s tetraglossic 
structure present slightly different linguistic frameworks, the ideological object-
ives that shape them are similar. Gobard and Arcand share a common anxiety 
in the face of an anticipated linguistic tragedy. For Gobard, this tragedy would 
be the supremacy of one form of language over the others. For Arcand, on the 
other hand, the distressing element resides in the hybridity of (stereotyped) lan-
guages. In other words, the systematic categorization drawn by Gobard brings 
out the excessive hybridity in the Le Goglu caricatures. In both instances, the 
relationship between language and identity is foregrounded.

Gobard’s tetraglossic analysis, which is articulated around four functions 
of language, allows him to escape the Manichean dialectical framework that 
often opposes, in postcolonial terms, the language of the victor and the lan-
guage of the vanquished. In this model, multilingualism can be described not 
as a battle between languages, but as a coherent whole in which each language 
occupies its own function. Gobard describes four different kinds of language 
– vernacular, vehicular, referential, and mythical – which can variously take 
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the form of patois, dialects, or jargons. The vernacular, or maternal, language 
is spoken from birth in a precisely defined territory. It is often associated with 
patois. Vehicular language is used in commerce, and is therefore principally an 
urban language. Referential language, as its name indicates, refers to a culture 
other than the vernacular culture. It is a cultural model intended to outline the 
way to national cohesion based on the reconstruction of the past. And mythical 
language invokes spirituality, religion, or magic.22 

In spite of this four-part division, however, Gobard cannot escape binary 
oppositions. When he analyzes the linguistic context of 1970s France, for in-
stance, he highlights the power relations between vernacular (French) and 
vehicular (English) languages. And his preference is hardly hidden: English 
is “diabolique” and it tends to destroy “les langages vernaculaires,” which are 
“naturels.”23 Gobard argues against all forms of linguistic hybridity.24 By qualify-
ing some languages and their functions as being good or bad for France, Gobard 
actuates a nationalistic discourse that allies language and nation,25 a discourse 
that can also be found in 1930s Quebec, where fear of linguistic and racial hy-
bridity was at the heart of the nationalist and Catholic debates over language.

English, with its connotation as urban, political, and economic, was in 
1930 the vehicular language of the province of Quebec. The economic and in-
dustrial sectors were primarily in the hands of the anglophone community.26 
Industrialization thus promoted the anglicization of French Canadians, who 
were migrating en masse toward the cities in order to find work, since there 
were insufficient new lands available for farming in the St Lawrence Valley.27

French, the maternal language of the majority of the population of Quebec 
(79.8 percent in 1931), was taught in educational establishments led by the 
Catholic clergy, who were also responsible for charitable organizations and 
health.28 Despite the important role of the Catholic Church in the teaching of 
French, the different nationalist movements of the time had divergent opinions 
as to the relationship between language and religion. For some, in particular 
the Catholic youth movement (Jeunes-Canada) influenced by the cleric Lionel 
Groulx, religion and linguistic nationalism were inseparable. For groups under 
the influence of the Dominican Georges-Henri Lévesque (1903–2000) – such 
as the Jeunesse étudiante catholique and the Jeunesse catholique ouvrière – it 
was important to separate the issues: they believed language and religion should 
be treated independently of one another in order to keep the nationalist ques-
tion subordinated to the religious one.29 Others still, following Paul Bouchard, 
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favoured the political question over the linguistic one, all the while criticizing 
religion.30 As for the Liberals, they remained guarded on the language issue. 
They avoided intervening, first of all because they were afraid of retaliation 
from the clergy, who wanted to keep their control over the teaching of French,31 
and also because an overt favouring of French might have threatened econom-
ic growth (although, by speaking French, English, and Hebrew/Yiddish, the 
Liberals in Loulou Goglu’s caricature actually maximize their chances of sell-
ing their products).32 In reality, the waves of protest over the protection of the 
French language at the time were directed mostly at the federal government, 
which allowed some provinces, among them Ontario, to restrict the teaching 
of French.33

The French language and its many expressions were themselves at the heart 
of a number of disputes in the province of Quebec. At the end of the nineteenth 
century, some intellectuals argued against popular French.34 This criticism be-
came louder during the twentieth century, when literary French became the 
referential language for purists who criticized the pronunciation of popular 
French, and its archaisms, anglicisms, and Canadianisms. Their criticism was 
fed by the increasing contact with France and the prejudices of anglophones 
against the “French-Canadian patois” that deformed “Parisian French.”35 
Popular French was perceived as a hybrid language, impure, between English 
and literary French. Other groups argued instead that Canadianisms incarnated 
French-Canadian history, and that its archaisms were vestiges of the Ancien 
Régime.36

Hebrew and especially Yiddish were languages in use in Montreal in the 
first third of the twentieth century.37 Both were spoken by the Jewish com-
munities who, after the French Canadians and English Canadians, formed the 
third-largest ethnic group.38 Hebrew seems to have been relegated to a mostly 
sacramental role, while Yiddish was flourishing with the arrival of immigrants 
from Eastern Europe.39 But it was English that Jews privileged for their busi-
ness dealings. This anglicization was partly the result of the fact that children 
of Jewish origin were forced to study in English Protestant schools, since only 
Catholics had the right to be schooled in French (by the clergy). Leaders of 
Protestant schools complained more and more about the economic burden that 
Jewish students represented. Furthermore, some Jewish communities called in-
creasingly for their own schools. In response to these demands, Louis-Athanase 
David presented a draft bill at the beginning of 1930 which would allow Jewish 
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communities to develop their own school system.40 With this, the Church felt 
threatened by the prospect of losing some of its power.

These were some of the issues of religion and language that motivated 
the anti-Semitism of the Le Goglu caricatures. According to historian Robert 
Rumilly, the coadjutor-archbishop of Montreal, Georges Gauthier (1872–1940), 
the archbishop, personally asked Arcand to use his journals to fight the law 
on Jewish schools.41 Arcand’s response was swift: to attack Jewish communities 
and the Liberal government in Le Goglu’s articles and caricatures. As a fervent 
Catholic, Arcand forcefully opposed David’s proposed law, which he believed 
to be unconstitutional, since, indeed, according to its own constitution, Canada 
recognized only two religions (Protestantism and Catholicism) and two lan-
guages (English and French).42

Arcand’s position, however, was complex. His love for the imperial British 
regime differentiated him from the nationalists of his time: when he talked 
about the “nation,” he meant the whole of Canada, not the province of Quebec. 
Although he believed the country should acquire some autonomy from 
England, he didn’t want it to break away completely from England’s politic-
al guardianship.43 Given the importance he ascribed to the Imperial regime, 
Arcand automatically accepted that political and economic leaders should 
adopt English. In fact, some of the Parti de l’unité nationale’s assemblies began 
with the anthem God Save the King, and the agendas distributed in these meet-
ings were in English.44

Nevertheless, in spite of the political power that Arcand accorded English, 
this vehicular language is present in Le Goglu only in the form of anglicisms.45 
The terms “snapshot,” “hold-up,” “overall,” and “uppercut,” which dot the cari-
catures’ captions, for instance, speak to the linguistic reality of Montreal at the 
time. All Montrealers – Conservatives, Liberals, Jews, and French Canadians 
– incorporated English words into their speech. However, this popular and 
anglicized language was neither homogenous nor unanimously accepted. An 
article published in 1937 in the weekly Le Patriote illustrates this point. The 
(anonymous) author condemned the speech of Baptiste Ladébauche, the stereo-
typical cartoon figure of the French-Canadian peasant, popularized at the time 
by Albéric Bourgeois (1876–1962), caricaturist at La Presse:

La Presse, “known and admired by many academics?” Who among 
them, pray tell, admire Ladébauche, introducer of false folklore, 



propagandist of a bastardized language created in its offices and that 
unfortunately passes for our habitants’ speech, whose language is more 
original and more flavourfully archaic.”46

If we follow the author’s logic, the vernacular language changes according 
to its degree of purity (as opposed to bastardization), as revealed by the pres-
ence of archaisms. Bizarrely, the “flavourfully archaic” speech described in the 
article was not spoken by the habitants in the caricatures in Le Patriote and Le 
Goglu, but rather by Taschereau’s Liberals. A caricature by Al Goglu entitled 
“Un problème qui leur tracasse la caboche,”47 for instance, shows three mem-
bers of the Liberal party – Thurber, David, and Bouchard – discussing the new 
law on Jewish schools. The caption is in the form of a dialogue punctuated by 
anglicisms, Canadianisms, and contractions:

PROMETTEUX THURBER:  
“Session’s starting soon. Wha’ we gonna do ’bout them Jewish schools? 
I got pummelled coz o’ them in my district.”
SATHANASE DAVID:  
“Dunno how we can fix it. We got real bashed coz’ o’ that business. 
Wha’d’you think, Tédé?”
TÉDÉ PARQUEMENT BOUCHARD:  
“Sort yourselves out. Me, I’m the Speakster and I didn’t vote on all that.”48

7.2 Unidentified artist, “Les pouilleux de Québec: Skidou!” Le Goglu, 19 December 1930, 16.  

BAnQ Rosemont-La Petite Patrie

Caption: 

Un beau gars, vigoureux, fier de son sang français,

Vint jadis dans Québec, forêt vierge et sauvage, 

Pour fonder un pays de bonheur, de progrès,

Y donnant ses labeurs, son cœur et son courage. 

Vint bientôt un Anglais qui s’installa chez lui. 

Tous deux furent d’accord sur un nouveau régime, 

S’unirent pour atteindre un but bien défini

Et trimèrent ensemble en mutuelle estime. 

 

De leurs communs efforts surgit beaucoup de bien, 

Une grande nation par eux fut préparée, 

Et quand on n’eut plus qu’à récolter, le youpin

Vint pour leur dérober les pains de la fournée. 

Mais surpris sur le fait, l’hypocrite pouilleux

Reçut au derrière un puissant coup de bottine

Qui l’enverra … voler (bénissons-en les cieux!)

Dans le pays des poux-volants: la Palestine.
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Why did the Liberals adopt the language of the French-Canadian habitants 
who got pummelled (“coulés”) and bashed (“massés,” or “ramassés”) because 
of the law on Jewish schools? Was it to get closer to the masses and thus fool 
the voters? Was it to ridicule this “flavourfully archaic” language? This contam-
ination by popular French of the speech of a political elite who are supposed 
to communicate in proper French disrupts the functioning of the vernacular 
language as defined by Gobard. By being broken up into many variants and be-
ing used by Liberal “enemies,” popular French in the caricatures published by 
Arcand no longer fulfills its function of national cohesion. But most of all, it is 
not the habitants – those who, according to Gobard, speak the vernacular lan-
guage – who use this popular language. In fact, in Le Goglu’s caricatures, French 
Canadians rarely speak at all. Rather, they are described by journalists and cari-
caturists, and more often than not in refined French. Literary French overrides 
the French tinged with archaisms. Though some anglicisms find their way into 
the illustrated fable entitled “Les pouilleux de Québec: Skidou!” – notably in the 
title49 – the literary vocabulary and style of the caption are closer to referential 
language, as can be seen in the quatrain below the first vignette (Fig. 7.2):

A handsome lad, vigorous, proud of his French blood, 
Came to Quebec long ago, to that virgin and wild forest, 
To establish a country of happiness and progress, 
Giving it his labours, his heart, and his courage.50

The draughtsmanship in this series is as smooth as the language. The grey 
nuances and white highlights set this anonymous work apart from “Nos ‘grands’ 
hommes ont ouvert un delicatessen,” in which the sinuous lines predominate in 
spite of some flat black areas.51 Other formal aspects differentiate the two draw-
ings: the backgrounds in “Pouilleux de Québec” are more elaborate, ranging 
from the lush forest, to a bakery, to the arid land of Palestine. The clothes of 
the character types of the French Canadian, of the Jew, and of John Bull, who 
personifies England, are rendered with volume and detail, which is not the case 
in “Nos ‘grands’ hommes..

In the serial novel Popeline, written by Émile Goglu (Adrien Arcand), 
which appeared in every issue of Le Goglu except the first, the French 
Canadian, though mute in the caricatures, does speak. The four main charac-
ters – Popeline, Flannellette, Sirop, and Jack – express themselves in a popular 
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French that is itself a caricature of the dialect used by Montrealers of the time. 
These characters may be naïve with respect to politics (still not understanding 
the supposed harm caused by the Liberal government), but their awareness of 
language is sharp. Despite the heroine Popeline’s use of popular language, she 
who wears the “brittechezes”52 judges those she does not know by their lan-
guage: “Y a l’air smatte pas pour rire et y parle pas joual, celui-là.”53 Should we 
read here a criticism of Quebec speech and a desire to become more “smatte” by 
no longer speaking joual? Is this why Popeline finesses her language in a chic 
café: “Et apportez du thé, avez [sic] bien beaucoup du sucre dedans [sic]”?54 The 
gap between vernacular and referential French widens with the introduction 
of Latin-sounding words. When Sirop wants to impress Flannellette, he utters 
a litany of words that resemble childish magical incantations: “Potitobus cara-
cabam optimus satanitas autobus. Je peux vous en sortir du latin, moi aussi.”55

The phonetic game is also used to link the Liberals to the Russian accent (and 
more specifically to the Bolshevik accent). In two reworked photographs from 
1930, Alexandre Taschereau becomes Harensky Boucanesky, or Tascherostein, 
while Louis-Athanase David is renamed Sathanasia Davidsky.56 These linguis-
tic references act in the same way as the use of the word “kosher” written in 
Hebraic script in the centre of “Nos ‘grands’ hommes,” which brands with a hot 
iron the links between the Liberals and the Jewish communities. This idea of an 
imprint takes physical shape in Loulou Goglu’s caricature entitled “Une tare que 
la famille des Cliqueux ne pourra laver”57 (Fig. 7.3). Standing in front of Joseph-
Léonide Perron and Louis-Alexandre Taschereau, Louis-Athanase David 
exposes his posterior branded with the word “kosher” in Hebrew/Yiddish. The 
imprint comes from the woven seat of the chair on which David had been seated 
in spite of the badly misspelled warning, “peintur freshe des Bôzars.”58 “Bôzars” 
here refers to the École des beaux-arts de Montréal (ebam) and the École des 
beaux-arts de Québec (ebaq), art schools that were then under the jurisdiction 
of Louis-Athanase David.59 A set of associations is created between the Hebraic 
script, the beaux-arts – whose emblematic work is a simple chair – and the 
faulty use of French. The numerous spelling mistakes suggest a deficiency at 
the level of art education, due, presumably, to the presence of Jewish artists in 
artistic institutions.60 In fact, in the background, two figures display the stereo-
typed Jewish physiognomic and clothing characteristics: the protuberant nose 
and lips, hairiness, long coat, and hat. The association of the term “kosher” with 
the arts implies a dimension that is more cultural than sacramental.



7.3 Loulou Goglu, “Une tare que la famille des cliqueux ne pourra laver. ”  

Le Goglu (9 May 1930), 5. BAnQ Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie

 

Caption: Quand il alla s’asseoir sur le banc de la trahison pour préparer une loi répudiée par les 

juristes, les juges, les éducateurs, le clergé et le peuple canadiens, Sathanase-Phiphi David crut qu’il 

s’en tirerait indemne. Mais la trahison, qui fut précipitée en 48 heures, laissa sur Sathanase une tare 

dont doivent partager ses chefs et protecteurs, Toropoury et le Hareng Boucané, qui ont beau se 

désespérer mais ne devront pas moins faire face à la musique des Goglus.
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This is not the case for Latin, which, other than some references to childish 
magical incantations, symbolizes the religious identity of the French-Canadian 
people in the Le Goglu caricatures. The lower part of Al Goglu’s “Comment les 
archevins [sic] du zoo ont accueilli le résultat du 24” (“How the Archeldermen 
of the zoo Welcomed the Result of the 24th”)61 (Fig. 7.4) features the aldermen of 
the City of Montreal council, led at the time by Camillien Houde (1889–1958).62 
They are surrounded by bottles of alcohol and wads of banknotes. The furniture 
is knocked over, the frightened aldermen’s eyes are bulging, and their mouths 
are deformed. The chaos is explained by the upper part of the caricature: on 
the wall, an index finger traces out in Latin the biblical citation, “Mané Thécel 
Phares.” This is a reference to the feast of Balthazar during which the king of 
Babylon used gold utensils stolen from God’s temple and “praised the gods of 
silver and gold, of bronze, iron, wood and stone.”63 In response to Balthazar’s 
blasphemous actions and words, God’s fingers materialized and wrote, in 
Hebrew,64 “Mene, Téquel, Perès.” The prophet Daniel was the only one who 
could translate the meaning of the prophecy, into “Your days are numbered.” 
In “Comment les archevins du zoo ont accueilli le résultat du 24,” the corrup-
tion of the City of Montreal council is linked to the king of Babylon’s doom. 
Contrary to the biblical episode, however, it is not the hand of God that traces 
the prophetic words, but the arm of the people. To the right of the composition 
is a bobolink singing out the time remaining before the municipal council is de-
feated: “plus que huit mois.”65 The bird became the prophet; close to a year after 
the publication of this caricature, Camillien Houde did in fact lose the election 
by over twelve thousand votes.

The placement of text within the images in Le Goglu caricatures serves to 
associate French Canadians, Jews, and Liberals with particular languages: the 
position of a word at the centre of the composition (“Nos ‘grands’ hommes”); 
the treatment of the image in relation to the caption (“Pouilleux de Québec: 
Skidou!”); the typography of a word that refers to Hebraic script (“Une tare 
que la famille des Cliqueux ne pourra laver”); the imaged reference to a bib-
lical episode that involves script (“Comment les archevins du zoo ont accueilli 
le résultat du 24”). The functions of the different languages are, however, not 
always clearly defined in the imagery of Le Goglu. The presence of Latin and 
Hebrew/Yiddish fits into a Manichaean structure that opposes good and evil, 
but Hebrew is never presented in its sacramental form, and Latin sometimes 
refers to pseudo-scientific words that are almost magical. Furthermore, the 



7.4 Al Goglu, “Comment les archevins [sic] du zoo ont accueilli le résultat du 24.”  

Le Goglu, 4 September 1931, 3. BAnQ Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie 

Caption: Ils étaient tous ensemble et se frottaient les mains en ricanant de joie, bien sûrs de prendre 

le pouvoir. Une heure après, nos archevins voyaient le bras du peuple écrire sur le mur les mots 

prophétiques “Mané,Thécel, Pharès,” “Vos jours sont comptés.” Ce fut une panique indescriptible,  

un sauve-qui-peut comme il ne s’en est jamais vu. Les Brayè, les Savignac, les Dupuis, les Mathieu, 

 les Demers, etc., s’enfuirent terrorisés, gardant l’idée fixe que ce sera leur tour, en avril prochain,  

et qu’ils vont manger une pire ratatouille que celle du 24 août.



7.5 Al Goglu, “Au diable les Canayens. C’est la prospérité des Juifs qui compte.”  

Le Goglu (11 April 1930), p. 6. BAnQ Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie 

Caption: le contremaître isaac: “Ces pauvres Canayennes n’ont pas eu un jour de congé depuis  

huit mois, boss. Pensez-vous pas que c’est dangereux, les faire travailler le dimanche?”

le boss abie: “Bah! si elles crèvent, on en trouvera d’autres. Et puis, nous sommes protégés contre la 

loi qui ordonne de fermer le dimanche. Taschereau est plus Juif que nous-autres et, quand l’Union 

des Couturiers s’est plainte à Desroches et au chef Langevin, ils ont refusé d’intervenir. Au diable les 

Canayens! Ce qui compte, c’est d’avoir leur argent et de devenir les maîtres à Montréal.”
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linguistic hybridity in Le Goglu’s caricatures points to an absence of consen-
sus as to which dialect of French to adopt. Literary French is used to define 
French Canadians, who do not speak in the caricatures. The heroine Popeline 
in the novel, however, speaks the same popular, anglicized French, replete with 
Canadianisms and just as archaic as the French of the Liberals. The latter are, 
moreover, linked to the Hebraic language. Should we see in Le Goglu a critique 
of the porosity of languages in the context of 1930s Montreal? Are the rela-
tionships between text and image in Le Goglu a simple depiction of Montreal’s 
linguistic diversity or are they a satirical crusade condemning linguistic conta-
gion? One thing is clear: the caricatures published by Adrien Arcand expose the 
weaknesses of Henri Gobard’s tetraglossic structure – unless they are about put-
ting into images an anxiety-producing linguistic hybridity that Gobard would 
condemn almost thirty years later.

The ultimate meeting between the languages of French-Canadians and Jews 
takes place in Al Goglu’s caricature entitled “Au diable les Canayens, c’est la 
prospérité des Juifs qui compte”66 (Fig. 7.5). As the English inscription on the 
door at the left of the composition indicates, the scene is a textile factory man-
aged by two Jews, “Abie Nathankson & Isaac son.” On the wall, two calendars 
– one in French, the other in English – mark the date of the event: Sunday, 12 
March 1930.67 Abie and his son Isaac discuss the fate of the grim-faced French-
Canadian working women who toil in front of them. They have not had a single 
day off in the last eight months – at least, this is what the caption that translates 
Isaac’s strange language states. Isaac expresses himself in a word bubble filled 
with pipes that, shown from the side, resemble hieroglyphs. This incomprehen-
sible language is not only associated with Jews, for the pipe plays an important 
role in both the imagery and language of the French Canadians. The pipe had 
long been one of the attributes of the French-Canadian stereotype. It was al-
ready present in the debut caricatural representation of Baptiste Ladébauche 
by Hector Berthelot (1842–1895) in Le Canard on 9 August 1879. It was found 
in Albéric Bourgeois’s representations of Baptiste in La Presse. And it often ac-
companied the stereotype of the French Canadian in Al Goglu’s caricatures.68 
In French Canadian idioms, the word pipe recurs in a number of common ex-
pressions. According to the Glossaire du parler français au Canada published in 
1930, pipe implies a measure: Attendre une pipe means “to wait for a long time.”69 
It is also found in the expression casser sa pipe, which means “to miss one’s 
chance, to be disappointed, to fail,” or even “to die.” In his book of Québécois 
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expressions, Pierre DesRuisseaux adds the French-Canadian expression Perdre 
sa pipe jamais sa blague, which means “to lose the battle but not the war.”70 
Is this a call to arms on the part of the caricaturist? By turning to this iden-
tity symbol to render Isaac’s language visual, the linguistic link between the 
Jews and the French Canadians is made. But from this fusion comes a confu-
sion. The “spelling out” of words with pipes in the satiric imagery of Le Goglu 
creates a new linguistic function that lies outside of Gobard’s quadripartite an-
alysis. Contrary to English, to popular and referential French, to Hebrew, or to 
the Yiddish seen in Le Goglu caricatures, this new dialect underlines both the 
incomprehensibility and the contagion of languages that takes the shape of a 
veritable infection, of a post-Babelesque nightmare where union and division 
are both impossible.

We can easily imagine that the fascist Adrien Arcand and his caricaturists 
would fear such a linguistic contagion. This anxiety over hybridity, especially re-
lating to anglicization, was also alive in the nationalists and their leaders Lionel 
Groulx and George-Henri Lévesque. The close association between language 
and identity in Quebec would for years translate as frictions between French 
and English in Quebec caricatures. Indeed, only a year after the publication 
of Henri Gobard’s analysis, the anglophone caricaturist Terry Mosher (known 
as Aislin) published his famous and controversial caricature “Speak French, 
English Dogs” in the Montreal Gazette, just before the adoption of the Charter 
of the French Language (law 101) on 26 August 1977.71 
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